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 spiv: Just because it can't be tested there doesn't mean I'm having second thoughts about it. maxb: well, I'm just asking "how do
I know it will work?" :) You can't. Which is why I said "tested" Because you can always test things that you don't know. I just

don't expect you to bother in this case Otherwise I would have put in the test_principal_check code Ok, fair enough. I'll just test
it myself then ;) Yeah, that's what I was going to suggest. Heh, I know what you're doing, and don't try it on your own machine

Since you seem to be doing it right now. Ooo, so that's how I test things. I set up a test VM to pretend to be Launchpad :-) ;)
What I've noticed about the test suite is that it never runs full speed for a user unless you just click through the tests :-) Huh, I
hadn't thought about that I've occasionally had to restart my VM once I realised that the test suite was basically just a form to
sign up to lp. :-( I have a test suite that runs every single line of code I write. It runs once a week. That's quite impressive But
that's a different story. Anyway, see you. helloo hi im having trouble to update my bzr server, bzr says the branch is not clean,

and thus it wont push so, any ideas? Well, you did bzr revert right? dont know what that is, but the bzr: command says the
branch is up to date Well, that's the opposite of what you said :) bzr revert /path/to/br 520fdb1ae7
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